Introduction.
In the Riemann geometry of n dimensions the arc length t of a curve is given by the value of an integral of the form where the coefficients gap are functions of xl, • • •, xn only, and where the notation implies that « and ß are summed from 1 to n. The vector analysis of such a geometry has been rather systematically developed.t Levi-Civita has developed a theory of parallelism^ for the Riemann space, in which a vector £ defined at each point of a curve is said to remain parallel to itself as it moves along the curve if it satisfies the system of equations (2) ^r+{«/i,A}a//»r=0 (1 = 1,..., n), where {aß, X} is the Christoffel symbol of the second kind formed with respect to the coefficients gaß occurring in the expression (1) for the arc length. He has shown that if & and £2 are two variable vectors which are defined for each point of a curve, and which satisfy equations (2), then the angle between the vectors remains constant as they move along the curve.
In the present paper a more general space is considered in which the arc length is defined by the value of an integral of the form Fix1, .-., xn; x'\ •••,. x'n)du.
Ml
The geometry of such a space has been considered by Finsler.*
The measurement of vectors and angles in a Eiemann space is with respect to the matrix of coefficients^.
In the more general space here considered the matrix used for this purpose is _ BF J^F_ _d*F f"ß~ dx'a dx'P dx^dx't*'
and hence in general the angle between two vectors depends upon a parameter direction, as well as upon the point in space at which the vectors are taken. An interesting geometric interpretation is given to this situation in terms of the "indicatrix" of the calculus of variations associated with the integral (3), and a quadratic manifold which osculates the indicatrix.
In the present paper a differentiation operation corresponding to the left member of (2) is developed, and by means of it many of the results of Levi-Civita are generalized for the more general space here under consideration.
Blaschket by means of the parallelism of Levi-Civita has derived the Frenet formulas for a twisted curve in a Riemann space of n dimensions. By following a method analogous to that of Blaschke, and making use of the extensions of the notions of parallelism and the measurement of angles which are here developed, it is found that the Frenet formulas may be obtained for any space in which the arc length is given by (3).
1. The functions F and /. Let the equations of a curve C in an n-dimensional space be
We suppose the space to be such that the arc length t of the curve is given by the value of an integral of the form
[April where we have employed the vector notation x and x' to represent the vectors {x1, ■ • -, xn) and {xn, • • -, x'n) respectively, and where the primes denote derivatives with respect to u. A necessary and sufficient condition that the value of the integral (3) shall be independent of the parametric representation of the curve along which the integral is taken is that F shall satisfy the homogeneity condition* (4) F{x, xx') = xF{x,x), x>0.
We shall suppose the function F to be positive and to satisfy the condition (4) at every point of the region of space which we are considering. Furthermore it will be assumed that the quadratic form
where the symbol Faß defined by Faß = d2F/dx'adx'ß has been introduced for convenience of notation. Here a and ß are summed from 1 to n, as will be always understood in the following whenever an index letter occurs twice in the same term. The curve C and the function F will be considered to be real and to possess such continuity properties as may be required in the subsequent development.
As a consequence of the homogeneity condition (4) the relations Here the subscripts applied to / indicate the partial derivatives with respect to the corresponding x variables. We assume the determinant faß to be different from zero and denote by f"P the element of the reciprocal matrix corresponding to /"., Then (?) ur* = <*;.
where oß = 1 and dß = 0 for ß ^ s. This assumption that the determinant A/s 41 0 may be shown to be equivalent to supposing the Ft function of the calculus of variations to be non-vanishing.* Consider the "indicatrix" of the calculus of variationst associated with the integral (3), and which is defined to be the manifold in the space of the x variables determined by the equation Fix, x') = l, where we regard x as fixed. On account of (5) and (6) for a fixed x and r defines another manifold in the x space, which may well be called the osculating indicatrix, since it has contact of the second order with the original indicatrix at an arbitrary point x = r on it.f In the Riemann geometry these two manifolds are clearly coincident.
2. Tensors and invariants. Let the equations
where the primes denote derivatives with respect to u, define a regular extended point transformation T and its inverse. We record here for future reference some relations obtained from (8):
* For a definition of the F, function and some of its properties, see M. Mason and G. A. Bliss, The properties of curves in space which minimize a definite integral, these Transactions, vol.9 (1908) In most of the literature dealing with the tensor analysis the tensor components or coefficients are considered to be point functions. In the present paper, however, the tensor components will be allowed to be functions of xl, • ■ -, xn and their derivatives with respect to a scalar variable u* With this extension in mind we adopt the formal definitions of tensors which are given in the books dealing with the subject. they are said to constitute a mixed tensor, contravariant of rank 1 and covariant of rank 2. The extension of the definitions to tensors of any rank is immediate. Denote by h{y, y') the result of transforming f{x, x). Then Hy, y') = f{x, *') and hence dh of ox'a of dx" By1* ~ dx'a dy'* _ dx'a dy*
by (11), that is, df/dx'a is a covariant tensor of rank 1.* A second differentiation gives
Therefore, faß = d2fldx'a ax'^ is a covariant tensor of rank 2. Similarly faßy -dfaß/ox'r is a covariant tensor of rank 3. From the fact that/«« is a covariant tensor of rank 2 it follows that f"P is a contravariant tensor of rank 2.+ We define the inner product of two contravariant vectors (tensors of rank 1) ?i and §2 to be the value of the bilinear form faßix,r)^Ji = (*!,*,),= (."j^,.
The value of this form is an invariant under the transformation T.% Note that in general the inner product of two vectors depends upon a parameter direction vector r; in case it does not it can be shown that the space is Riemannian. § It will be observed, however, that the value of (£i, h)r is independent of the magnitude of r since f"ß is homogeneous of degree zero in x'. If the directions ?x and ?2 are such that (&, ?2)r = 0, they will be said to be orthogonal-r. The value of the quadratic form (M)r = /.,** S" will be taken as the r-norm of £. To justify this terminology it will be desirable to show that the value of the form (?, £),-is always positive and greater than zero unless ? -(0, • ••, 0), in which case it is obviously zero. Expressing faß in terms of F we have the arguments in F being x and r. Under the hypotheses of § 1 these two terms cannot vanish simultaneously. For, the first term is zero only when ? is transversal to r* Moreover it follows from the condition (5) that a direction transversal to r is different from r. The second term in the expression for (£, %)r vanishes only for ? = r, in which case iFtt ?°)2 becomes F2 > 0 by (5). A vector whose norm is 1 will be said to be unitary.
It will be noticed that these invariants as here defined are not associated directly with the indicatrix as are the corresponding ones in the case of the Riemann geometry; they do, however, bear a similar relation to the osculating indicatrix. In the case of two orthogonal-r directions the situation may be characterized as follows: If £x and £2 are orthogonal-r, they are conjugate directions in the sense of analytic geometry, not with respect to the indicatrix, but with respect to an osculating indicatrix which is uniquely determined by r.
Generalization
of Levi-Civita's parallelism. Let X be a contravariant tensor of rank 1, Differentiating with respect to u we obtain (12) ^-= --^ + 1« dy , off.
In the case of the Riemann geometry, the elimination of dsymldxttdxf rom the last term by means of the Christoffel transformation equations t leads to a contravariantive expression, In the present instance these symbols are functions of x and x, as they are formed from the faß{x, x'). In taking the partial derivatives with respect to x the x' variables are treated as constants.
We have seen that faß is a covariant tensor of rank 2, i. e., f ^L dxß llik -J«ß-dyi d,ykLet us differentiate this identity with respect to yK remembering that the right member is not only a function of y through x but also through x': where the terms have been grouped to facilitate the next reduction. The last two terms of the right hand expression reduce to zero by the third of (6). Remembering the contravariant properties of hkm, and substituting for dx'v\dyj from (10), it is seen that the above equation reduces to 1 \ _Ë£lL f dXt hkm it d%xY tr 'J + 2 ~dyfJa^: dyk dymlyidif V y ' By (7), (15) and (9) Hence we have the conclusion If Xa is a contravariant tensor of rank 1, tlien OX" is also a contravariant tensor of rank 1, the 6-process being defined by the equation (23) ex« = ^-+ (r";^+},''%y«)x;-.
An analogous differentiation process may readily be established for a covariant vector. For, let Xa be a covariant tensor of rank 1. Then du ' du dy1 dyi ' ** dy* dy* y dyJ + *" dy* dy-ldy*1* ' By means of (21) -(V^ + l^'X^/^zJ which shows that the quantity in the brackets on the right is a covariant tensor of rank 2. Evidently the differentiation process 0 applies to a tensor of any type and rank and yields a tensor of the same type and rank. The general rule may be formulated as follows:
To find the result of the ^-operation with respect to a carve We now consider the application of the differentiation process to a product. Suppose S and r¡ are each covariant vectors. Then ■à-fil' -¡i ^Iv is a covariant tensor of rank 2. Consider the expression ( 8 *") n" + s, (a r¡,) = t^ n" + tß ^'--(/;,/ x'ß + \ *"%,/") t. ,, = QXpy.
[April Therefore, the distributive rule for the 6-process applied to a product of the form X/ir -í^r¡v holds as for ordinary differentiation* Consider the mixed tensor w ". Then (25) . v d<Pß "* =-Ju rßßax'^\x"Yfßßyfila)9Bv
-t[raß'x'^\x"rfaßyf')9lf.
If we contract this tensor in the usual way by equating the upper and lower indices we obtain a scalar invariant function S = <pff. The expression (25) Since a product of tensors is a tensor, this theorem is true for any scalar function which is expressed as a contraction of tensors.
In the Kiemann geometry the covariant derivative of the fundamental tensor g"ß is zero, and we shall now show that this property generalizes : djßt.
( « ,ß 1 y açA
By means of (16) and (7) «fp, = [-Jj---lt*ß,*\-y*ß,l*))x'ßjr{fpry 9 Jpiy 9 Ji'Pï) = 0, by (17).
That is, the O-derivative of the covariant tensor faß is zero. A direction Xa defined along a curve C in a Riemann space remains parallel in the Levi-Civita sense* if it satisfies the system of linear differential equations obtained by equating to zero the expression (13). The 0-process here developed is clearly a generalization of (13) since it reduces to the latter if faß are merely point functions, i. e., in case the space is Riemannian. A theorem by Levi-Civitat generalizes at once.
Let ?i and ?2 be two contravariant vectors which are defined at each point of the curve C as functions of x and its derivatives with respect to u. Moreover, suppose ^ and ?2 satisfy the system of linear differential equations (26) e'£a = 0 (« = 1, ..., n) where now the curve is referred to the arc length t in the sense of (3), as the parameter. Such a selection of the parameter is always possible. For, if the equations of the curve are given in terms of an arbitrary parameter u it follows from the definition of the arc length Ju, \ du! that is a necessary and sufficient condition that the independent variable be the arc length. Clearly this condition can always be satisfied by virtue of the homogeneous property of F. We shall assume for the remainder of this paper that such a choice of the independent variable has been made, and hereafter the primes will denote derivatives with respect to the arc length t.
As a consequence of the choice of the arc length as parameter it follows that the tangent vector x = dxldt is a unitary vector, for by (5) fttß{x, ■•')■•■'" S* = F*(x,f).
The tangent vector x, which we denote hereafter by £1; is a contravariant tensor of rank 1. Then £2 = 0£i is also a contravariant vector; likewise ?3 = 0?ä, •■•, where the 0-operation is defined by (23) We suppose this system of vectors to be linearly independent so that they will form a basis for the whole vector space at the point of the curve C at whic> they are taken. Our first problem is to replace gj, • • •, ' §p (p = 1, • • •,n) by a set of vectors qi,---,f¡p which are equivalent in the sense that they define the same space, and which shall have the additional property that they constitute a unitary orthogonal system, which is defined by (%> %)* = f«ß(x> x'ï n*lí = ôik> where ou = 1 and 6ik = 0 for i ^ k. It is essential for use in the later development that this norming and orthogonalizing shall be with respect to the tangent direction x as is indicated by the notation. For simplicity of notation we denote the inner product, (?p, '£q)X', by ip, q). We now define a set of vectors by the equations 
This theorem may be formulated as follows:
Let x" = Xa(t), ti<t<U (a = 1, ■ • ■, n) be the equations of a curve referred to the arc length as páramete)'. Note: I regret to say that adequate reference has not here been made to the paper, A generalization of the Riemannian line-element by J. L. Synge, these Transactions, this volume, pp. 61-67. When I returned the proof sheets of my paper, I was aware that Mr. Synge had written a paper on the same general subject, but the scanty and indirect account I had of his paper did not indicate much overlapping. It was only upon publication of Mr. Synge's paper that an adequate account of his results became available to me.
The same remarks apply to § 4 of my 
